
Has anyone tried 

making olive 

bread? Please 

send me your top 

tips about how to 

make it. 

Hello, everyone. I hope you are all well
This week has been a strange week for me- I went back to school. Although I have enjoyed the routine of the week, it has been different. The school has 

been very quiet as there have only been up to 20 children in on one day and everyone is keeping their social distance from each other. However, like I said 
I have enjoyed being back as believe it or not I did miss school and seeing your beautiful smiles.  

I know you all having been 
taking part in your zoom 

lessons. I would love to hear 
about what part of your 
online learning you have 

enjoyed the most. 
I wonder if anyone has 

listened to the online stories 
that teachers read.

Look what I found. Why not try some of these ideas 
while you are at home?

Here are some ideas that you 
can try while you are at  home

Take on a photo challenge
Go exploring with a family member in the summer sun
Look for beautiful scenes such as the sun setting over a 
field and take the picture. Capture the beautiful sights 

around you as a memory of this time

Cooking Time -Mini pizza quiches

1. Heat oven to 180C/160C fan/gas 4. Using a 12cm cutter (or a small plate) 
cut circles from the large tortilla wraps – you should get 6. Use the circles to 

line 6 holes of a muffin tin, pushing them into the holes to make cases.

2. Beat the eggs and pour into the tortilla cases (you can add some chopped 
vegetables too, if you like). Top each case with a slice of chicken and  a cherry 
tomato. Bake for 15 mins until the egg has set. Top with a few basil leaves, if 

you like, and serve with extra tomatoes and vegetable sticks

Remember to find time 
to sit in a quiet place and 
reflect on your day. It is 

such a calming 
experience


